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Cyclopentadienyl carbonyl vanadium compounds containing the cyanide ligand were first prepared by FISCHER and SCHNEIDER by cleavage of the V-V bond in Cp2V2(CO)5 with NaCN 1 . The authors describe two complexes of composition Na[CpV(CO)3CN] and Na2[CpV(CO)2(CN)2] which, however, remain incompletely characterized. The mono-substituted product was now obtained in a more direct way through reaction between 7r-CpV(CO)4 and potassium bis(trimethylsilyl)-amide: in liquid ammonia under catalytic induction of platinum black. The above reaction is carried out with equimolar amounts of the starting products dissolved in benzene with strict exclosme of air and moistme. The yield after three days of reaction is about 70%. (Excess of K[N(SiMe3)2] does not result in the formation of a disubstituted product.) The complex is obtained as an air-sensitive, diamagnetic, orange-brown powder which is insoluble in benzene but well soluble in THF and CH3CN.
In Table I , the complete IR spectrum is recorded and compared with the CpV(CO)4 spectrum (DURIG et al. 3 ). The CN/CO regions of the solvent spectra are consistent with an assumed Cs symmetry of the V(CO)3CN moiety. Substitution of CO for the weak Tz-acceptor CN -implies a stronger jr-interaction between vanadium and the remaining three CO ligands; hence a considerable decrease of the CO stretching frequencies and simultaneously an increase of the V-CO stretching modes. The treatment of the V(CO)3CN moiety as an isolated structural unit seems also justified by the fact that only the out-of-plane CH-deformation mode of the cyclopentadienyl ring system is strongly influenced by introduction of CN -, i.e. split and shifted towards lower wave numbers, whereas all in-plane frequencies remain almost uninfluenced.
The absolute value for the 51 V-chemical shift in K[CpV(CO)3] dissolved in CH3CN is -1.218% (regarding a calculated absolute value for [V(CO)6]-= -1.950%, see ref. 4 ; the chemical shift relative to a standard [V(CO)6] -is +0,712%) as compared to -1.228% for ^-CpV(CO)4 in CH3CN. Hence, substitution of CO for the weaker CN~ decreases the chemical shift, an effect which was observed previously in monosubstituted hexacarbonyl-vanadates 4 and 5 , and apparently accounts for (i) the lesser ligand strength of the CN -with respect to the CO-ligand (ii) the change in symmetry.
Attempts to apply a similar reaction to Na2[7i-CpV(CO)3] were not successful. CO substitution in this anion, however, was carried out by UV irradiation of a solution containing symmetry for a CO-bridged, binuclear anion in a first approximation, two IR active bands (Au and BU) and one VCN (Bu) are expected which again agrees with the experimental data. It should be pointed out, however, that the low vco can also be interpreted in terms of increased V-CO interaction due to introduction of CN -into the complex.
